Find it EZ - universal change impact analysis

Save time, improve code quality, deliver accurate estimates and confidently choose the most cost effective design whenever you change your software code. Simultaneously scan all business intelligence reports, underlying SQL databases, documents and programming languages files, in the Data, Logic and Presentation layers of any enterprise software application.

Find it EZ searches your entire software application codebase at once with a single integrated productivity tool. Every layer, every database object, every report, every branch, including the system data itself, eliminating the need to use individual tools to scan each component.

Change (Risk) Management: Find it EZ identifies every part of an application referenced by a search term with a single pass, bridging the gap between impact analysis and change management. The matches are highlighted in Impact Checklists, indicating the complexity and type of code affected by programming language, database, report, etc. ... for a full 360 degree impact assessment.

Resource Management: Project Managers can quickly discover not only the scope of a proposed software change, but also the type and quantity of skilled resources that will be required. For example, a proposed change to a data model may reveal a checklist of 100 Java program files, 25 SQL Server stored procedures, 50 Crystal Reports and 5 MS Word document user guides referencing that object. The Impact Checklists instantly identify the exact type of skills and number of resources required to implement that change.

Cost Management: Find it EZ generates a complete picture of exactly what impact a proposed change will have across your entire application. Using Find it EZ Checklists, Project Managers can now base estimates on actual facts, allocate the right skilled resources based on exactly what parts of an application are affected, and chose the most cost effective design by rapidly simulating various “what if I change this vs. that” scenarios.

“I love the (Find it EZ) product. I have other tools I’ve used for SQL searches, but this one caught my attention because of Crystal Reports and database searches from one app.”

Stephe Faust | IT Manager